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Abstract 

Although in past few decades, lots of research has been done on searching documents 

in textual data and there have been many commercial systems for retrieving data on the 

Web. Fast retrieving desired documents from massive textual corpora is still challenging. 

Indexing is the most commonly used way to improve the performance of retrieving; 

particularly an effective index structure can help retrieving data more quickly and 

effectively. This work proposes a novel index structure, named as L−INDEX, to 

conceptually index massive set of textual data. L-INDEX employs Form Concept Analysis 

to discover the relationships between documents and expresses the discovered 

relationships with lattice. To make our approach more applicable to process massive set 

of data, the structure is implemented in MapReduce environment which can fulfill 

computing tasks in an efficient distributed way. A set of algorithms is developed for 

creating, maintaining, storing L-INDEX and searching documents through it as well. A 

serial of experiments is conducted to verify the performance of our approach by 

comparing it with some other popular existing indexing structures. The experimental 

results demonstrate that the proposed approach can index massive set of textual data with 

an effective structure which supports querying tasks in an efficient way. 

 

Keywords: Indexing structure, Textual data, Formal Concept Analysis, Lattice, 

MapReduce, Information Retrieval 

 

1. Introduction 

Document retrieval has gained lots of research attention for in past few decades, lots of 

research has been done on retrieving documents in textual corpora. To make retrieving 

efficiently, indexing is the most commonly used way to improve the performance of 

retrieving; particularly an effective indexing structure can help retrieving data more 

quickly and effectively. Building an effective indexing structure becomes a critical issue 

for guaranteeing retrieving data in a way with high quality and efficiency. 

As the volume of data increases dramatically in some scenarios, such as on the Web, 

efficiently retrieving desired documents poses a giant challenge. However, indexing 

centrally could not ensure the performance of retrieving data in massive set, i.e., data in 

terabyte-scale, petabyte-scale or even more. To solve this kind of problems, people often 

resort to distributed indexing structures which index data on different machines and 

support retrieving in parallel [4, 5]. Unfortunately, these distributing indexing techniques 

need fully machine local data which is difficult to achieve when a large number of 

machines are involved. 

In recent years, some new distributing computing paradigms come into being, such as 

MapReduce [2] and its implementation Hadoop [3] which has been very popular in recent 
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years, to gain higher retrieving performance. MapReduce is designed for distributing 

computing run over large datasets. It hides the complex details of parallel processing, 

such as fault tolerance and node availability, in its conceptual framework [6], which 

allows implementation of distributed computing much easier on top of it. Roughly, 

MapReduce processes computing tasks in two phases. In the first phase, it uses function 

Map to assign the computing task onto different machines over different subsets of data. 

MapReduce gains good throughput by using Distributed File System (DFS) to store data, 

because in DFS data is replicated in blocks across different machines, which makes the 

mapped processing, be accomplished as local as possible. Intermediate outcomes are also 

saved locally on the processing machine and are merged by a function called Reducer 

which is the job of the second phase. This mechanism makes implementations in 

MapReduce cheaper to develop and maintain than traditional parallel frameworks. 

Building distributed indexing structure under MapReduce brings additional efficiency 

for document retrieval. Researchers have paid much attention to establishing distributed 

indexing approaches to indexing on MapReduce platform since Jeffery and Sanjay 

envisaged two possible interpretation of indexing in their original MapReduce paper [2]. 

For instance, Lin et al employed one of them for inverted indexing in their Ivory IR 

system [8]. Cafarella and Cutting deployed a MapReduce indexing strategy into their 

Nutch platform [7], using the Hadoop MapReduce implementation. In Terrier IR platform 

[9], McCreadie, et al., proposed a single-pass MapReduce indexing strategy which is 

similar to the single-pass indexing corpus scanning phase. These strategies provide 

efficient ways for searching in MapReduce in most cases. However, they lack considering 

the underlying relationships among data objects, which make improvement on the 

retrieving quality and efficiency. 

As is shown in the literature [10, 11, 22], Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is often 

applied to uncover the relationships between objects and the attribute. In this work, our 

goal is to develop distributed structure to efficiently support retrieving desired documents 

over massive dataset. We first discuss using FCA to discover the relationships among the 

data, and then employ Formal Concept Lattice (FCL) to connect the documents 

semantically with each other. Based on this, we build a distributed lattice-based indexing 

structure, called L-INDEX, to conceptually index the data on MapReduce platform. 

Furthermore, we provide the algorithms for building, storing, maintaining L-INDEXand 

searching documents through L−INDEX. We also study the competitor system to 

L-INDEX, Lucene, and provide a performance comparison that shows L-INDEX to be 

superior. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe the 

state-of-the-art for distributed indexing textual data. Section 3 describes the definitions 

and fundamental theory for conceptually indexing textual data. Section 4 provides the 

algorithms of generating concepts from massive set of documents on MapReduce 

platform. We address issues on establishing, storing, maintaining L-INDEX and retrieving 

on it in Section 5. Section 6 presents the experiments conducted to testify the performance 

of L-INDEX. Finally, we conclude our work and the future work in Section 7. 

 

2. Related Work 

This section lists some of the main structures for indexing documents in a large-scale 

corpus to improve the retrieving performance. We briefly mention the traditional 

structures involved in indexing processing (in Section 2.1), some general distributed 

structures (in Section 2.2) as well as the evolutions in distributed structures dedicated to 

indexing documents on MapReduce platform(in Section 2.3). We also address how our 

index structure, L−INDEX, differs from them. 
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2.1. Traditional Index Structures 

To make retrieval of documents from repository efficiently, people often refer the 

original documents with suitable data structures which are collectively called an index. 

The most known structures employed to build the index of large-scale collection are 

inverted index [12] and signature index [19]. According to [20], compared with signature 

index, inverted index can evaluate queries more efficiently both in time and space. 

Therefore, in our work, we focus on inverted index that commonly used to index 

documents in IR systems. 

Inverted index is nearly at the center of all today’s full-text search engines and gives a 

term providing access to the list of documents that contain the term. For each term in its 

basic form, an inverted index consists of a posting list, which is associated the term with 

the documents in the collection. A posting list is comprised of individual postings, each of 

which consists of integer document-IDs (doc-IDs) and some useful statistic information. 

For Boolean retrieval, besides the document-IDs, no additional information is needed in 

the posting. Usually, the most common statistic information includes the term frequency 

or the time of the term occurrences in the document and the position of each occurrence of 

the term in the document. More complicated information comprises the field information 

(such as if the term occurred in the page title or not, which enables document ranking 

based on notions of importance during retrieval), or even the results of additional 

linguistic processing (for example, indicating that the term is part of a place name, to 

support address searches). In Web search engines, anchor text information (text associated 

with hyperlinks) is often appeared in the index as well [14]. Evidently, the size of an 

inverted index depends on the information each posting stores. If only frequency of terms 

is stored, the index size will be only a tenth of the size of original documents in the corpus, 

and nevertheless, the index size can easily be much larger than the original documents if 

the positional information of terms is stored in the index. Therefore, a lot of researches 

focus on developing effective techniques to compress data in inverted index [16]. 

When accomplishing a query during retrieval, the system searches the index for the 

posting lists which contain query terms and traverses the postings to calculate the result 

set. Boolean retrieval is the simplest case, in which only set operations (for example, 

union for boolean OR and intersection for boolean (AND) are needed to execute on 

postings lists. This process can be accomplished very efficiently because the postings are 

often sorted with doc-IDs. However, for a general query, query-document matching 

scores must be computed and parts of scores are stored in structures called accumulators. 

After all postings are processed, the system will return the top k documents in a ranked 

list to the user. An obvious disadvantage of retrieving on inverted index is that too many 

postings might be examined during the query, which makes the retrieval with lower 

performance. Fortunately, to reduce the number of postings must be examined during the 

retrieval, many optimization strategies have been proposed for query evaluation (both 

approximate and exact) on inverted index in the literature [15, 16]. 

 

2.2. General Distributed Index Structures 

The traditional inverted index depicted above is designed to run on single machine 

which generally has limited available memory. In some scenarios, such as in the context 

of Web, the document repository is too large to construct index efficiently on a single 

machine. It is practical for today’s search engines to construct reasonable size of index 

using large computer clusters. The process of the construction is to use distributed 

indexing algorithms to partition the index across machines in the clusters. The strategies 

which the distributed indexing algorithms employ to implement the partition is either 

term-based or document-based [17]. 

A term-based index is also known as a global organized index, in which the dictionary 

of terms is partitioned into subsets and each subset resides at a node. The postings for the 
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terms are kept at the node. This strategy allows a stream of queries with different query 

terms to be executed on a set of machines, which could support greater concurrency for 

the system. However, the greater concurrency can be easily surpassed by the cost of 

sending long posting lists between sets of nodes for merging when the system tries to 

accomplish multi-terms queries. There are lots of factors which determine load balancing 

for the partition, including frequencies of relative terms, the distribution of query terms 

and their co-occurrences. Most of these factors are hard to quantify, which makes 

indexing dynamically with the strategy more difficult. 

Compared with term-based indexing, document-based indexing is more common 

implementation to partition, which makes each node contain a subset of documents in the 

repository. When a query comes, the system distributes it to all the nodes in the cluster, 

and then presents the results to the user after merging them from various nodes. It is clear 

this strategy trades more disk seeks for less inter-node communication. This approach 

could crack the weakness of term-based indexing. Unfortunately, there is a difficulty 

when using this approach to compute the global statistics for scoring, such as idf. The 

computation must be conducted across the entire corpus even though the index at any 

single node only contains a subset of the documents. Generally, in order to obtain the 

refresh information, the computation is distributed to background processes periodically 

at the nodes where the indexes are refreshed. 

 
2.3. Indexing in MapReduce 

Since Jeffery and Sanjay envisaged two possible interpretations of indexing documents 

in the original MapReduce paper [2], researchers have developed multiple structures 

based on the interpretations for indexing documents under MapReduce [7-9]. 

As described in [2], MapReduce employs two functions map and reduce to perform 

indexing documents. The main idea is described as follows: the map function parses each 

document and emits a sequence of <word, doc-ID>pairs, and then the reduce function 

accepts all pairs for a given word, sorts the corresponding doc-IDs and emits a <word, list 

(doc-ID)> pair, and finally the set of all output pairs forms a simple inverted index. 

However, the original paper does not claim how to store the statistic information, such as 

term frequencies, which makes the index more useful. According to the main idea of 

MapReduce, [21] discussed that indexing documents in MapReduce can be implemented 

in two ways: per-token indexing and per-term indexing. 

Per-token Indexing From the perspective of per-token indexing, the map function 

would output a group of <term, doc-ID>pairs for each token in a document, and the 

reduce function returns the term frequencies after aggregating the doc-IDs where the term 

occurs. This strategy has the advantage of a very simple map phase, as it emits on a 

per-token basis, which is why it is referred as the per-token indexing strategy. 

Suppose a term appears tf times in a single document, then the <term, doc-ID>pair will 

be emitted tf times. This makes the intermediate map data extremely large and increases 

the map-to-reduce network traffic, as well as spending more time aggregating. 

Per-term Indexing Differs from the per-token indexing strategy, per-term indexing 

strategy emits once per unique term per-document with <term, (doc-ID, tf)> tuples, where 

tf is the term frequency of the term in the document. This significantly reduces the 

number of emit operations which have to be done. In addition, the reduce task for 

per-term indexes is also much simpler than for per-token indexes, as it only has to sort 

instances by document to obtain the final posting list sorted by ascending doc-ID. 

Compared with per-token indexing strategy, it is apparently per-term indexing strategy 

improves the performance of retrieving single term. However, if we try to retrieve the 

documents that contain more than one specified terms, the system might have to send the 

request to all the nodes in the cluster, and then access the postings stored on each node. 

These operations are still very time-consuming without building an efficient structure to 
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store the postings beforehand. Few off-the-shelf indexing strategies for MapReduce 

discuss how to improve the efficiency by taking advantages of the underlying 

relationships among documents. In this work, we propose a novel index structure, named 

as L-INDEX, to conceptually index massive set of textual data. L-INDEX employs FCA to 

discover the relationships among textual documents, and expresses the discovered 

underlying relationships among documents with concept lattice. To make L-INDEX more 

applicable for managing massive corpora, the structure is implemented in MapReduce. 

Different from the existing indexing strategies in MapReduce, L-INDEX keeps the 

relationships among documents both at a node and the entire cluster. With this approach, 

both the network traffic and the time taken to search on a single node are reduced 

significantly, that improves the performance of the retrieval. In next section, we fist 

describe the sate-of-the-art the use of FCA (Formal Concept Analysis) in information 

retrieval, and then we introduce the fundamental theory of FCA we exploit in our work. 

 

3. FCA and Problem Description 
 

3.1. Introducing FCA 

FCA (Formal Concept Analysis), whose foundation is the theory of concept lattice, is a 

mathematic method used to conceptually analyze data [1]. It utilizes formal concepts to 

model a domain with its intension and extension. Generally, the extension is formed by 

the objects, while the intension is composed of the attributes characterizing the objects. 

FCA is often used to uncover the implicit relationships among objects with concept lattice. 

So far, FCA has been successfully applied to a wide range of applications [22, 11]. Here, 

we describe how to use the fundamental theory of FCA to express the relationship among 

documents. 

 

3.2. Basic Theory 

Building the formal concept context, which is formed with objects, attributes and their 

relationships, is the first step to analyze data with FCA. We regard the documents in the 

corpus as the objects, the terms contained in at least one document as the attributes, and 

the appearance of a term in a document as the relationship. Therefore, the form concept 

context for document retrieval which we call it as document context can be defined as 

Definition 1 The document context of a textual corpus is a triple C(D, T ,R),where D 

refers to all the documents in the corpus, T is the set of terms which appear in at least one 

document in D, and R represents the relationships between the elements of D and those of 

T , that is, R = D ×  T . Let d ∈ D, t ∈ T and r ∈ R be the value of their relationship 

between t and c. If t appears in d, r = 1, otherwise, r = 0. 

Example 1: Let D = {doc1, doc2, doc3, doc4, doc5} be a set of documents (the corpus) 

and T = {printer, book, price, dictionary, car} be the set of terms that appear in the 

documents. The document context describes whether a term is contained in a document. 

Table 1 presents the document context of D. The names of the column are the terms in T, 

and the names of the rows are the doc-IDs in D. If the value of a cell equals 1 means that 

the term (column name) appears in the corresponding document of its row, otherwise, the 

term does not appear in the document. 

Document context expresses the relationships between documents and terms well, 

however, it cannot depict the connections among the documents intuitively. In FCA, a 

concept lattice is often exploited to organize the objects according to the form context. 

Here, we employ it to connect the documents according to the document context. Figure 1 

is the corresponding concept lattice of Table 1. In this work, we try to index documents in 

a corpus by using concept lattice. To differ it from the ordinary concept lattices, this 

lattice-like index is called as L-INDEX. L-INDEX is formally depicted as follows. 

Definition 2 Given a document context C (D, T, R), L is the L-INDEX for indexing the 
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documents in D w.r.t C (D, T, R), and has the following two properties: 

− Property 1: Let N <T, D>be a node of L, where T and D are the intention and 

extension of N respectively. T and E satisfy f(T) = D and g(D) = T, where N <T, D>is 

called a formal concept or concept in C (D, T, R). 

− Property 2: Given any two adjacent nodes N1 <T1, D1>and N2 <T2, D2>in L, if T1 

⊂T2 and D2 ⊂D1 exist, N1 is defined as a sub-index (or child) of N2 or N2 is a 

super-index (or parent) of N1, denoted asN1 ≺ N2. 

Table 1. An Example of Document Context 

D ×  T printer book price dictionary car 

doc1 1 1 1 0 0 

doc2 1 0 1 0 1 

doc3 1 0 0 1 0 

doc4 0 0 0 1 1 

doc5 1 0 0 1 1 

 

 

Figure 1. L-INDEX Corresponding to the Document Context Shown in Table 1 

In L-INDEX, a node N <T, D>is corresponding to a formal concept in FCA. However, 

in order to keep identical with the term used in MapReduce, T is also referred to as key of 

N <T, D >and D is referred to as the value of N <T, D>. Thus, in following sections, N < 

key, value >will represent concepts alone unless otherwise stated. 

Example 2: Let us take the two adjacent nodes, Node 2 < (printer, price, car), 

(doc2) >and Node 9 <(printer, car), (doc2, doc5) >in Figure 1 for example. Obviously, the 

terms listed in the intension appear in the documents listed in the corresponding extension, 

that is, all the three terms of {printer, price, car} appear in doc2, and terms in {printer, 

car} appear in both doc2 and doc5. Simultaneously, the key of Node 2 is {printer, price, 

car} which contains that of Node 9, {printer, car}, while its value, {doc2}, is contained in 

that of Node 9, {doc2, doc5}, therefore, Node 2 ≺ Node 9. 

Now, we briefly describe how to retrieve documents containing a group of terms with 

L-INDEX. For instance, when running “AND” query, if all the searched terms exist in the 

key of a node, the documents in its value are the expected ones to the users. The search 

starts from the top of the index, where the node has the largest extension and smallest 

intention, and traverses along the paths in which the key of nodes contain at least one 
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common term with ones being searched. The traverse stops at the node whose key 

contains all the searched terms and returns its value, or stops at the bottom of the 

L-INDEX and returns null. Thus, we can see searching on the L-INDEX is very efficient, 

because it need not to traverse the entire index besides along the paths whose nodes’ 

intensions have some common terms with the searched ones. This prunes the searching 

space significantly so that the cost of searchings’ reduces evidently. 

Example 3 : In Figure 1, suppose we like to retrieve all the documents that contain the 

two terms printer and price, it starts at the top node named Node 0 and traverses along the 

path till it arrives at Node 8 whose key exactly equals{printer, price}. Other nodes need 

not be traversed because their keys do not contain either of the two words being searched. 

Apparently, searching on L-INDEX is quite time-saving as most parts of index are pruned 

very early during the search. 

 

3.3. Problem Description 

The key step to index documents with an L-INDEX is to compute all the formal 

concepts or pairs of < key, value >for the nodes. Although searching on L-INDEX is very 

efficient, there still lacks effective approaches to computing the <key, value>pairs for 

large corpora. As far as we know, MapReduce provides high performance in large-scale 

computing [2] with large clusters. In this paper, we try to develop a set of effective 

distributed algorithms to efficiently compute the <key, value>pairs from a massive corpus 

in MapReduce. This research aims to build an L-INDEX for a massive corpus of 

documents by using MapReduce’s advantage of high performance. Formally, we describe 

the problem with following description. 

Given a massive corpus of textual documents D, the set of the terms appearing in the 

documents A and a computer cluster with n nodes. To build L-INDEX efficiently, we 

assign the task of its establishment onto different nodes in MapReduce. Formally, D is 

partitioned into n parts D1, D2, ..., Dn⊂D and the corresponding term sets are A1, A2, ..., An 

⊂A, each part is allocated into a different node of the cluster. Our goal is to design a map 

functions to build L-INDEX at each node and a reduce function to merge the sub-indexes 

gathering from different nodes in MapReduce platform. In addition, we also need to 

discuss how to fulfill search requests in the cluster and how to maintain the index when 

adding into or removing some documents from the corpus. 

 

4. Generating Formal Concepts in MapReduce 

To establish L-INDEX, formal concepts need be generated at first. As known to us, 

MapReduce provides an efficient distributed computing paradigm. In this section, we 

discuss how to generate formal concepts from massive document sets with MapReduce, 

which involves the tasks of effectively storing document context, designing a map and a 

reduce function special for generating formal concepts. 

 

4.1. Storage of Document Context 

After investigating the document context shown in Table 1, it is readily thinking of 

utilizing matrix to store document contexts. In some cases, however, especially when the 

corpus is immense, the matrix will be very sparse. It is because when there are massive 

documents in the corpus and each document only contains a small number of terms in the 

dictionary. In the worst situation, suppose there are j documents on each node, i terms 

each document, the size of each element of the matrix is s bytes, and there is no common 

terms between any two documents. The number of terms in the matrix is i ×  j, and the 

space needed to store the entire matrix is about i ×  j ×  j ×  s bytes, and only
jsjji

sji 1





of 

which is not vacant. For the low utilization of space, apparently, it is not suitable to store 

a massive document context with matrix directly. 
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In this study, a document context is stored as a sequence of tuples {(r1, c1), (r1 c2), ...,(rn, 

cm)}, where (ri, cj) refers to document doci containing term tj, (i.e., where the cell value is 

1 in the table of document context). Obviously, this approach as against matrix is quite 

space-efficient. As an example, the document context shown in Table 1 is stored as {(1, 1), 

(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 4),(3, 1), (3, 4), (4, 4), (4, 5), (5, 1), (5, 4), (5, 5)}. This structure is 

very convenient to be processed for computing concepts from it. We will introduce the 

details in Section 4.2. 

 

4.2. Map Function: LMap 

One critical step of processing data using MapReduce is to develop an effective map 

function used to compute the pairs of <key, value>at the nodes in the cluster. After 

examining the formal context (see Table 1) and the definition of L-INDEX (see Definition 

2), we find that the computation boils down to extracting the common terms (i.e., keys) 

from the subsets of documents (i.e., values). However, for a given corpus, suppose it 

contains n documents, there are at most 2n combinations of the documents. It is clear that 

not all of the combinations make sense for generating formal concepts. Thus, if we use the 

brutal-force algorithms to generate the formal concepts without considering the facts, it is 

hard to accomplish the computation in acceptable time. A special algorithm is designed to 

generate the formal concepts. 

In our method, we define a lexicographic order for all the subsets of the corpus. For 

conciseness, the corpus is simplified as D = {1, 2, ..., n}where each number in D stands 

for a doc ID. Furthermore, elements in each subset of D are also in lexicographic order. 

For example, suppose A = {1, 4, 6, 9} is a subset of D, A cannot be written as {1, 6, 4, 9} 

or {1, 4, 9, 6}. For any two subsets of the corpus, they are ordered in following way: 

Definition 3 Suppose A,B ⊆D, the elements in both A and B are in the lexicographic 

order, x ∈A and y ∈B are the first two elements which are not equal from the left side 

of A and B. If x > y exists, then A is smaller than B in the lexicographic order and 

denoted as A < B ⇔C (∃i ∈B − A,A ∩{1, 2, ..., i − 1}= B ∩ {1, 2, ..., i − 1}). 

Example 4 : Assume A,B ⊆D, D = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}and A = {1, 3, 6, 7},B = {1, 5, 7}. 

As the first two unequal elements in A and B are 3 and 5, B <A(i = 3,A ∩ {1}= B ∩ {1}= 

{1}) . 

Clearly, Definition 3 defines a full order for the power set 2
|D|

, that is, if A,B ⊆D and A 

≠B, then A < B or A > B always holds. 

To efficiently generate all the formal concepts, the first problem need be solved is to 

discover all the extensions with high efficiency. To accurately describe our algorithm, we 

introduce two expressions A <i B and A⊕i as follows: 

Definition 4 Given A,B ⊆D, A <iB is defined as i∈B−A and A ∩{1, 2, ..., i−1}= B∩{1, 

2, ..., i−1}, and A⊕i is defined as g(f((A∩{1, 2, ..., i−1}) ∪{i})). 

According to the definition of A <i B and A ⊕i, the following assertions are derived: 

A1 : For any i ∈D, A < B ⇔A <i B . 

A2 : If A <i B and A <j C, then i < j ⇒C <i B. 

A3 : i∉A ⇒A < A⊕i. 

A4 : A <i B and B is an extension ⇒A⊕i ⊆B, then A⊕i ≤ B. 

A5 : A <i B and B is an extension ⇒A <i A⊕i. 

Since the above assertions have already been proved in the literature, we do not repeat 

it in this paper. For the readers who are interested in the proof, please refer to [1, 23]. We 

only apply the assertions to prove the theorem used in our algorithm. 
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Algorithm 2: Function LSearchKey 

Data: the value of a concept pair N < key, value > 

Result: the key of the concept pair N < key, value >satisfying f(key) = value; the sequence of 

tuples T of the document context 

begin 

    key← ϕ; 

    k← 0; 

    foreach d ∈value do 

      k← k + 1; 

      temp← ϕ; 

        foreach p in T do 

          if p.r== d then 

            temp← temp ∩ p.c; 

            if k >1 then 

              key← key ∩ temp; 

            else 

              key← temp; 

            end 

          end 

        end 

    end 

    key← replace(key); 

    return key; 

end 

 

Theorem 1 The minimal extension, which is larger than a given subset A ⊂D in the 

lexicographic order, is A⊕i, where i is the greatest element satisfying A <i A⊕i. 

Proof : Let A
+
 be the minimal extension larger than A in the lexicographic order. There 

exists i∈D which makes A <i A
+
 hold. A <i A⊕i for A

+
 is an extension (by A5), and A ⊕i 

≤ A
+
 (by A4). According to Definition4, A⊕i must be an extension. Thus, with A < A ⊕i 

≤ A
+
 and A

+
 is the minimal extension larger than A, we get A⊕i = A

+
. Now, let us prove i 

is the maximal value, assume there is a j ≠ i that makes A <j A⊕j exist. Therefore, A ⊕j 

is also an extension larger than A. According to the minimality of A
+
, we know A

+
 < A⊕j, 

so that A⊕i < A⊕j holds. Notice that A <i A⊕i and A <i A ⊕j which leads j < i (by A2). 

Algorithm 1: function LMap 

Data: the document context C(T, R,D) at a node in the cluster 

Result: the formal concepts generated at the node {ngid, KVs}, where ngid is the node id in the 

cluster, and KVs is the set of N<key, value> at the node 

begin 

initialize: value←g(f(ϕ)); 

KVs← {D, ϕ}; 

i← |D| − 1; 

repeat 

       if value<ivalue⊕i then 

 value←value⊕i; 

         key←SearchKey(value); 

         KVs←KVs∪ (key, value); 

         i ← |D|; 

       end 

       i ← i − 1; 

    until value ⊕ i == D; 

    return {ngid, KVs}; 

end 
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On the basis of the assertions and Theorem 1, we present an algorithm for discovering 

the corresponding extension for a given subset A⊆D. The extension is the minimal 

extension which is larger than A using the lexicographic ordering defined above. The 

algorithm starts with the minimal extension g (f(ϕ)) of all the extensions followed by the 

discovery of the nearest subset that is larger than g(f(ϕ)). No doubt that this subset must be 

another extension. Then, substitute this subset for the extension discovered in previous 

step, in the meantime, the subset is saved in the result extension set. Repeatedly do this 

substitution until the maximal extension D itself is reached. 

The detail of the map function, LMap, is described in Algorithm 1. After computing the 

extension of each concept, the algorithm invokes SearchKey to seek the common terms 

contained in all the documents in the extension. To make the return value to be more 

easily processed in MapReduce, instead of using the ids to stand for the terms in key, 

SearchKey transforms the ids to the terms themselves with function Replace (see 

Algorithm 2). 

For the purpose of improving the performance of computing in reduce phase, the sets 

of concepts from different nodes are divided into various groups, and each set is labeled 

with the group ID, ngid, in the algorithm. After generating the formal concepts at all the 

nodes with LMap function, the computing shifts to the reduce phase. We discuss the 

concrete of reduce function, LReduce, in the next section. 

 
Algorithm 3: Function LReduce 

Data: the ngid the group ID of node and Listn the sets of all concept extracted from different nodes 

in the same group 

Result: the set of new concepts NListn after merging the concepts in Listn 

begin 

    N Listn← Listn[0]; 

    fori ← 1 to |Listn| − 1 do 

      N Listn← LMerge(NListn, Listn[i]); 

    end 

end 

return N Listn; 

 

4.3. Reduce Function: LReduce 

Map function fulfills computing formal concepts at a node, to reduce the network 

traffic, we need to merge the formal concepts originally from individual nodes to form 

larger concept sets. This task is performed in the reduce phase in MapReduce. 

According to map function described in the preceding section, we know that the 

returned value from each node is in the form of {ngid, KVs}, and KVs is a set of concept 

pairs <key, value>. Suppose during the reduce phase we try to merge the concepts from 

the nodes labeled with same ngid. Given two concepts N1<key1, value1>, N2<key2, 

value2>from different two nodes in the same group. It is visible to find that the new 

concepts would be Nmerge(1,2)<key1∩key2, value1∪ value2>or Nmerge(1,2)<key1∪ key2, 

value1∩ value2>. To reduce the workload of entire cluster, we ensure that each document 

takes part in the extraction of concepts on a single node in the cluster, this makes value1 ∩ 

value2= ϕ. Therefore, actually, it only generates Nmerge(1,2) <key1∩ key2, value1∪value2>as 

the new concepts. Taking this observation, we develop an algorithm to merge concepts in 

the reduce function, LReduce. The function is depicted in Algorithm 3, and its main idea 

is described as follows: Suppose {ngid,KVs1} and {ngid,KVs2} are two sets of concepts 

returned from two different nodes in the same group, andN1< key1,value1>∈KVs1, N2< 

key2, value2>∈KVs2, when mergingN1and N2, the following rules are kept: 
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R1 : If key1= key2, then the new concept will be Nmerge(1,2)<key1,value1∪value2 >; 

R2 : If key1≠key2and key1∩ key2≠ϕ, then the new concept will be Nmerge(1,2)<key1∩ 

key2, value1∪value2>; 

R3 : If key1∩ key2= ϕ, then no new concept will be generated. 

For each concept in the two sets of concepts being merged, in the result set, there must 

exist a concept with the same key. Therefore, if R1is not satisfied, the concept itself should 

be added into the result directly. This is reflected in the merge function, LMerge(see 

Algorithm 4). 

 

Table 2. Structure of a Node in L-INDEX 

field  data type  description 

id  

key  

value 

Pa 

Ch 

Level 

integer 

array  

array 

array 

array 

integer 

the identification of the node 

the key(terms) of the node 

the value(documents) of the node 

the parent nodes of the node 

the child nodes of the node 

the level of the node in L-INDEX 

 

5. Establishing, Maintaining and Searching on L-INDEX 
 

5.1. Establishment of L-INDEX 

After computing with map function and reduce function, we get the all the concepts 

extracted from the documents in the corpus. The next job is to develop an approach of 

establishing L-INDEX that is consistent with the obtained concepts as well as the 

strategies of storing the structure. Definition2 defines the properties an L-INDEX. The 

properties also specify the relationships among the nodes in the structure. Following the 

definition, we develop a strategy to store the structure of L-INDEX in HBASE, a 

distributed, column-oriented database system widely used to manage data in MapReduce 

environment. 

To identify the concepts, each concept is assigned an id to differential it with others. 

For the key and value of formal concepts are both sets, it’s efficient to use array to store 

Algorithm 4: Function LMerge 

Data: KV s1 and KV s2 are two concept sets extracted from two different node in the cluster 

Result: KV snewthe set of merged concepts of KV s1 and KV s2 

begin 

    KV snew← KV s1; 

    foreach N < key, value >∈ KV s2 do 

      sign← 0; 

      foreach Nnew<keynew, valuenew>∈ KV snewdo 

        if key = = keynew then 

          KV snew← KV snew− Nnew<keynew, valuenew<∪<keynew, value ∪ valuenew>; 

          sign← 1; 

        else 

          if keynew ≠ key and keynew∩ key ≠ ϕ then 

            KV snew← KV snew∪< key ∩ keynew, value ∪ valuenew>; 

          else 

            continue; 

          end 

       end 

       if sign == 0 then 

       KV snew← KV snew∪< key, value >; 

     end 

     return KV snew; 

end 
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them during computing. We use Pa and Ch to represent the parent nodes and child node 

for a given concept. Obviously, both Pa and Ch are arrays. Level denotes the level at which 

the current concept is. Specially, the id of concept {T, ϕ} is set to 0, and that of {ϕ, D} is 

set to -1.The full structure describing a node in L-INDEX is listed in Table 2. 

Algorithm 5 expresses the algorithm used to generating the structure from the concepts 

extracted from a corpus. As we know, each concept in the returned set from reduce 

function corresponds to a node in L-INDEX. However, reduce function is not responsible 

for finding the relationships among concepts. Concretely, Pa, Ch and Level of a node 

could not be set by reduce function. Actually in our work, they are computed with 

Algorithm 5. To make the algorithm more efficient, the concepts are sorted with the 

number of the documents contained in their values with function SortByNumberOfValues, 

and the intermediate nodes are sort by their levels in the process of computing. After 

executing the algorithm, each concept becomes a node with the structure defined in Table 

2 which can also use to draw the relationship among nodes in L-INDEX. The structure can 

be easily managed with HBASE in MapReduce. 

So far, a lattice-based index L-INDEXhas been established for a corpus of documents. 

We will discuss how to update the structure as the documents vary in the corpus. 

 
Algorithm 5: Function LEstablish 

Data: all the concepts KV s extracted from the corpus 

Result: the set of structures FKV for all the concepts contained in KV s 

begin 

    SortByNumberOfValues(KV s); 

    Head ← {ϕ,D}; 

    Head.level← 0; 

    FKV ← FKV ∪Head; 

    foreach  N ∈KV s do 

      if  N.Ch.size== 1 then 

        Head.Ch ← N.id; 

        N.Pa← Head.id; 

      else 

        SortByLevel(FKV ); 

        Temp ← FKV ; 

        foreach  Nf∈FKV  do 

          if  Nf.Ch⊂N.Ch  then 

            N.Pa.add(Nf.Ch.id); 

            Temp.removeAll(Nf.Pa); 

          end 

        end 

      end 

      FKV ← KFV ∪N; 

    end 

    returnFKV ; 

end 

 

5.2. Maintenance of L-INDEX 

In real applications, such as on the Web, the documents in the corpus always change 

dramatically. Easy to be maintained is very crucial for the index to be applicable in such 

challenging scenarios. When a document is added into or removed from the corpus, some 

of the index nodes need be updated. The modification can take place on their keys or 

values, or both of them. 

The update of L-INDEX is easy when a new document is added into the corpus. The 

document alone can be regarded as a corpus and a special concept will be generated for it, 

and then revoke Function LMerge (see Algorithm 4) to update the concepts in original 
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one. While, when a document di is removed from the corpus, there are three cases will 

happen on a given node N(key, value) in the L-INDEX:  

(i) If {di} ⊂value, then di will be removed from the node;  

(ii) If {di} = value, then N will be removed from L-INDEX;  

(iii) N keeps unchanged, otherwise. 

Algorithm 6 implements updating when a document is removed from the corpus. It 

firstly calls Locate Minimal Node to locate the node Ni who has the minimal values 

containing the removed document ID. Then, it traverses the L-INDEX along the paths on 

which all the nodes are the ancestors of Ni and removes the document’s ID from their 

extensions. Meanwhile, the system needs to check if the updated node becomes a 

duplicate of its child. If yes, the node will be removed from the index and corresponding 

modifications will also happen on the child nodes, such as changing their parent to the 

removed one’s. 

 
Algorithm 6: Function LRemove 

Data: the id of the document being removing; the set of structures KV so of the nodes in the 

original L-INDEX 

Result: the updated KV so after removing document id for the corpus 

begin 

    Ni ← LocateMinimalNode(KV so, id); 

    Ni.value← Ni.value− {id}; 

    foreach N ∈Ni.Pa∪N do 

      repeat 

      N.value← N.value− {id}; 

        if N.value== N.Ch.valuethen 

          N.Pa.Ch ← N.Ch; 

          N.Ch.Pa← N.Ch.Pa− N ∪N.Pa; 

        end 

        N ← N.Pa; 

      until N.Pa== {T , ϕ}; 

    end 

    returnKV so; 

end 

 

5.3. Searching on L-INDEX 

As in our previous discussion, multiple sets of concepts are generated after executing 

the reduce function in the cluster. To improve performance, we build an L-INDEX for 

each set of concepts. This makes the individual L-INDEXes not too large and provides a 

good compromise for the efficiency of establishing, maintaining and searching. These 

relative small L-INDEXes help to easily employ multi-threads to speed up searching the 

documents in MapReduce. The number of threads depends on that of sets returned from 

the reduce function. In this way, a searching task is delivered to different nodes, and the 

results from different nodes are merged together before being responded to users. 

L-INDEX supports two kinds of search: one to search the terms contained in a given 

document, the other is to search the documents containing same set of terms. Generally, to 

accomplish the first kind of search, the system traverses the index in a bottom-up way. 

While, for the second kind of search, the system generally takes a top-down way. For 

example, in Figure 1, when trying to search what terms are contained in doc2, we use 

bottom-up approach to search the index, that is, to find the lowest node whose value 

contains doc2. Node 2 is the result node, and it is easily to get all terms printer, price and 

car which appear in doc2. If we want to retrieve the documents which contain dictionary, 

it is efficiently to access the index in a top-down way. In other words, to seek the highest 

node whose key contains dictionary and the documents in its value are the results. In the 

figure, Node 5 is the result node and the documents in its value, doc3, doc4 and doc5, are 
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returned to the user. 

 
Algorithm 7: Function CSearch 

Data: the list of keywords being searched Listw; the set of structures KV so of L-INDEXes in the 

cluster, each element of KV so is corresponding to an L-INDEX of a node 

Result: the ids of the documents containing the keywords in Listw 

begin 

foreachKV in KV so do 

  StartThread(); 

  temp← Null; 

  ifListw⊆KV.index[0].key then 

    temp← Lserach(KV,KV.index(0), Listw); 

    rst← rst∪temp.value; 

  end 

end 

     returnrst; 

end 

 

Above discussion shows there are at least three advantages of searching documents 

with L-INDEX in MapReduce. First, for searching multiple terms or documents, the 

system only needs to access the nodes with parent child relationship. Second, because 

L-INDEXes are distributed, this enables searching different nodes with multi-threads at 

the same. Third, as we know, if an L-INDEX is set to a proper size, it can respond the 

search promptly. 

 
Algorithm 8: Function LSearch 

Data: the concept set KV of an L-INDEX; the concept N(key, value); the set of keyword Listw 

being searched 

Result: the concept N′(key, value) whose key contains the keywords in Listw 

begin 

    N′ ← Null; 

    flag← 0; 

    foreach member Np of N.P do 

      if Listw⊆Np.key then 

        N′ ← Np; 

        flag← 1; 

        break; 

      end 

    end 

    if flag == 1 then 

      N′ ← LSearch(KV,N′, Listw); 

    else 

      N′ ← N; 

    end 

    return N′; 

end 
 

As an example, let us see how to search the documents which contain printer and 

dictionary in the L-INDEX shown in Figure 1. The employed strategy of searching is in 

top-down style, means that the search begins at the node with most values and lest keys 

Node 0 < ϕ, (doc1, doc2, doc3, doc4, doc5) >. After arriving at Node 6 <(printer), (doc1, 

doc2, doc3, doc5) >whose key is overlapped with {printer, dictionary} at {printer}, the 

algorithm will access Node 4 <(printer, dictionary), (doc3, doc5) >which is a parent of 

Node 6.According to the definition of L-INDEX (see Definition 2), there does not exist 

any two nodes having the same key or value in the index. Therefore, the value of Node 4 

is the result documents. Even there are 12 nodes in the example L-INDEX, we only need 
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to access three of them by taking the advantage of their parent-child relationships during 

searching. This offers an illustration of the efficiency of searching documents with 

L-INDEX. The detailed description of the strategy is provided in Algorithm 7 and 8. The 

performance of the algorithms is demonstrated in Section 6. 

 

6. Experimental Evaluations 

In this section, we present the experimental results for the evaluation of L-INDEX. 

Three groups of experiments were conducted to measure the performance of 

establishment, maintenance of L-INDEX and retrieving documents on it. We start by 

giving an overview for our experimental settings which include the used corpora and the 

implementing environment which the experiments were conducted on. 

 

6.1. Experimental Settings 

Our experiments were carried out on the test corpus we crawled from Web. There are 

5.0× 10
5 
textual articles with a raw size of about 15GB and 5,000 per document in average 

word occurrences. After being preprocessed, the volume of articles is about 620M 

containing about 1350 different words in total. 

All our codes were written in Java and performed in a 7-virtual-node cluster which was 

built on 7 physical machines. The machines were Inter(R) Xeon(R)CPU E3-1230 V2 

@3.30 GHz, 4G Memory and 1T Disk using Windows 7Ultimate in 64-bit mode. The 

operating systems of the virtual nodes were Ubuntu 12.04. All the experiments were 

implemented in the environment ofHadoop-1.0.4 and HBase-0.90.4. 

 

6.2. Factors Affect the Performance of Establishing L-INDEX 

We implemented the experiments for investigating the factors affecting the 

performance of establishing L-INDEX from three aspects: (1) the impact of document 

corpus size on the time needed for computing concepts, (2) the effects of the number of 

sub-L-INDEXes on the efficiency of the establishment and (3) comparison of establishing 

L-INDEX with the existing popular distributed index structures for textual data, such as 

Lucene. 

Effects of corpus and nodes of the cluster on the efficiency of computing concepts 

L-INDEX is designed for clusters, in order to make the system to have a good overall 

performance, the corpus on a single node should be at a proper size. Intuitively, the bigger 

the size of the index is, the more the time will be needed to construct it. Therefore, to 

examine the size of the corpus effects on the performance of establishing L-INDEX, we 

measured how the building time and index size vary with the tested corpus size. There are 

three sub-corpora on which the experiments were conducted: 

− The first sub-corpus has 100,000 articles with 400 words, and is denoted as 1 ×  10
5
 ×  

400. The size of document context is about 120M bytes. 

− The second sub-corpus has 200,000 articles with 800 words, and is denoted as 2 ×  

10
5
 ×  800. The size of the document context is about 260M bytes. 

The third sub-corpus has 500,000 articles with 1,200 words, and is denoted as 5× 10
5
× 1, 

200. The size of the document context is about 600M bytes. 
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Figure 2. Effects of the Size of Corpus and Nodes of Cluster on the Size of 
Document Context 

In MapReduce, all the corpora are stored on HDFS which makes it easy control the 

size of document context when employing LMap to generate the set of concepts. Figure 2 

illustrates the effects of the size of corpora on the performance of computing concepts. 

Figure 2(a), 2(c) and 2(e) depict the time taken for computing the concepts varies 

accordingly as the size of corpus increases. These figures show as the number of nodes 

increases in the cluster, the overall time needed to compute the concepts decreases quickly. 

This feature is guaranteed by MapReduce which supports efficient distribution of 

(a) Time for computing concepts (1×10
5
×400) (b) Average number of concepts (1×105×400) 

(c) Time for computing concepts (2×105×800) (d) Average number of concepts (2×105×800) 

(e) Time for computing concepts (5×105×1200) (f) Average number of concepts (5×105×1200) 
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computational tasks to different nodes. It is intuitive that as the size of corpus gets larger, 

the time needed to process the data becomes more. Figure 2(b), 2(d) and 2(f) display the 

number of concepts generated from the corresponding corpus. They give an illustration 

for the increment of concepts with that of the size of corpus. As the number of concepts 

increases, so does the time needed to generate the concepts. Therefore, on MapReduce 

platform, increasing the number of nodes can improve the performance of the processing. 

Effects of number of sub- L-INDEXes on the performance of reduce phase as we know, 

when the corpus is massive, it is very time-consuming to build the index as a whole on a 

single node. Thus, we establish a lot of sub-L-INDEXes on different nodes instead of 

building an entire one on a single one. Before generating the concepts, we divide the 

nodes into different groups, and each group is assigned an ID. During the reduce phase, 

only the concepts from the nodes with the same group ID are merged together to form a 

sub-L-INDEX. Therefore, we need to investigate how the number of sub-L-INDEXes 

affects the performance of reduce phase. The time needed to execute the reduce function 

and the number of concepts after merging were measured for different number of 

sub-L-INDEXes during the experiments. The number of sub-L-INDEXes was set to 10, 20, 

40, 60 and 80, respectively. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) 

describes the time consumed for running reduces function, and Figure 3(b) demonstrates 

the average number of concepts for each sub-L-INDEX. 

Figure 3. Impact of L-INDEX’s Number on Generating Concepts 

The curve obviously indicates that the time varies inversely as the number of 

sub-L-INDEXes, especially when there are less than 20 sub-L-INDEXes in the cluster. 

During the reduce phase, with fewer sub-L-INDEXes, more concepts need be merged at a 

single node. While as the sub-L-INDEXes become more in the cluster, the reduce function 

merges fewer concepts. Likewise, when performance is better if more nodes are running 

reduce function. However, as the number of sub-L-INDEXes increases, the number of 

nodes affects the performance becomes less. This means overly few sub- L-INDEXes in 

the cluster will make the nodes run reduce function overloaded. When the number of sub- 

L-INDEXes is beyond 40, increasing nodes has less impact on the overall performance of 

the cluster. This is caused by the increasing latency because of the increasing network 

traffic.  

These experiments show that the indexing time increases with both the increment of 

corpus size and the decrement of the number of sub-L-INDEXes. Therefore, in order to 

improve the entire indexing performance, we need to reach a compromise between the 

two factors.  

Comparison of the performance of building L-INDEX with that of other index’s. To 

(a) Time for generating sub-LINDEXes 
(b) Average number of concepts varies with number 

of sub-LINDEXes 
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illustrate the advantage Figure 4 demonstrates the indexing time of L-INDEX compared 

with Lucene. Lucene, which was developed by Aparch.org, provides a distributed way of 

indexing and searching documents, and has been widely used in IR area. The experiment 

was conducted with 4 collections of documents. It testifies that when indexing small size 

of corpus, such as (D=5k, N=7) and (D=10k, N=7), where D is number of documents for 

each iterator and N is the nodes in the cluster, L-INDEX shows no advantage over Lucene, 

even Lucene performs better than L-INDEX. With the increase of corpus, L-INDEX 

evidently outperforms Lucene. As shown in the figure, when D=10, N=7, the time 

consumed by L-INDEX is only two-third of that taken by Lucene’s. This implies that 

increasing number of nodes will greatly improve the performance of indexing the massive 

corpus with L-INDEX. 

 

 

Figure 4. Comparison of Indexing Time between L-INDEX and Lucence 

6.3. Performance of Maintaining L-INDEX 

As we know, the web pages vary very rapid on the Web. In order to investigate if 

L-INDEX can adapt to this situation, we carried out two experiments to measure the cost 

of L-INDEX’s maintenance, exactly, adding new documents and removing the existing 

ones for the corpus. During the experiments, we pick D=10 for adding new documents 

into L−INDEX. Still, we compared the time taken for updating L-INDEX with that for the 

same operation in Lucene when adding new documents or removing existing ones from 

the corpus. The scales of corpus for changing were set to 1%, 5% and 10%.  

 

 

Figure 5. Performance of Updating L-INDEX 

Figure 5 gives description of the experimental results. Figure 5(a) illustrates that when 

adding new documents, Lucene shows better performance than L-INDEX. In L-INDEX, 

when new documents are added into the corpus, some new sub-L-INDEXes need be 

established before using map and reduce functions to modify the index. Therefore, the 

performance of updating L-INDEX equals to that of building a new index which depends 

on the number of nodes attending the computation. But for Lucene, it only updates the 

index itself and need not do any extra computing. This makes Lucene superior to 
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L-INDEX on increment. When removing documents, like Lucene, L-INDEXneed not 

access the sub-L−INDEX, what it needs to do is only to remove the doc-IDs of the deleted 

documents from the node internals which contain the documents with Algorithm 6. In 

contrast to adding documents, L-INDEXoutperforms Lucene for removing documents. As 

we know, prior to removing the document IDs from the index, first it needs to locate them 

in the index through query. As shown in our next experiment, the query performance of 

using L-INDEX is obviously better than Lucene’s. It is the reason why L-INDEX takes 

less time for removing documents compared with Lucene. 

 

6.4. Retrieving on L-INDEX 

Effectiveness In information retrieval area, it is commonly to use precision and recall 

[13] as measures to assess the quality of the retrieved results. The two metric are defined 

as: 

where correct is the set of correct documents in corpus which contain the searched 

items, and returned refers to set of documents in the retrieved results. According to the 

properties defined in Definition 2, there must exist a path among the documents which 

contains a certain set of common terms. By using the sub-sup relationship, it is easily to 

get all the documents containing the same set of terms. Meanwhile, searching along the 

path on which the node intensions contain the being searched items ensures the returned 

documents are correct to the search task. These observations indicate that the precision 

and recall of searching through L-INDEX does not depend on L-INDEX itself, but on the 

processing of the documents before building the index. Therefore, instead of 

implementing some experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of searching documents 

through L-INDEX, we demonstrate its performance with following experiment. 

 

 

Figure 6. Query Performance 

Performance This experiment tries to investigate the performance of querying 

documents containing certain keywords through L-INDEX. We measured the response 

time for query documents containing different sets of words. Figure 6 depicts the average 

response time for querying 3 or 5 words through L-INDEX and Lucene. In which, the 

average time was obtained through executing 100 queries of words randomly picked from 

the dictionary. Although when querying on L-INDEX, it needs to merge the intermediate 

results returned from different nodes, L-INDEX still could respond queries more 

efficiently than Lucene. That is because as we discuss in Section 5.3, when querying on 

L-INDEX in MapReduce, multiple threads are applied to run the query in a distributed and 

parallel way, and in addition, on each sub-L-INDEX the search space is pruned 

significantly by exploiting the relationships between the concepts. 
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7. Conclusion 

Indexing plays a critical role for enhancing the performance of information retrieval 

systems, especially when the corpus contains massive documents. Developing an efficient 

indexing structure for massive documents becomes a hotspot of research in recent years. 

MapReduce provides a platform for building distributed index of textual data in a 

convenient way. In this paper, we address the problem of indexing massive documents in 

MapReduce. Different from other existing MapReduce based distributed indexing 

structures, we propose a novel conceptual structure for indexing massive textual data, 

which is called as L-INDEX and based on formal concept lattice.  

With L-INDEX, the documents are organized together in a concept lattice which takes 

advantage of the relationship among documents. This feature guarantees that searching on 

L-INDEX with high precision and recall grain. Besides, the algorithms for establishing, 

maintaining L− INDEX and searching on L-INDEX on MapReduce platform have been 

presented in this paper. The performance of the proposed index has been verified with 

experiments from various aspects. The results of the experiments demonstrate that 

L-INDEX has good performance for retrieving documents compared with some existing 

ones, such as that used in Lucene. However, L – INDEX still has some disadvantages, 

such as does not perform well when updating for new documents added into the corpus. 

Therefore, in our future work, we will try to develop some effective strategies to improve 

the efficiency for increasing the structure. 
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